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Abstract
Multiple sequence alignment is an essential preliminary step for a large number of
different algorithms in bioinformatics. With the decrease of the sequencing cost, the
need to process more and more data increases, making alignment-based approaches
computationally expensive in practice. This led to the emergence of many alignmentfree algorithms and the widespread adoption of k-mer based approaches.
We describe phylogenetically-informed k-mers, or phylo k-mers, a concept recently introduced in the context of phylogenetic placement in metagenomics [1],
and successfully applied for viral recombination detection [2]. A phylo k-mer is a
k-mer that is present with a non-negligible probability in unknown relatives of the
sequences contained in an alignment. While the calculation of these probabilities is
computationally heavy and requires the reference alignment as an input, it has to
be done only once per alignment. Once calculated, phylo k-mers can be applied in
alignment-free algorithms that require a massive input of new query sequences: in
RAPPAS [1] for phylogenetic placement, and SHERPAS [2] for viral recombination
detection.
We discuss methods of calculation, or construction of phylo k-mers, and present
xpas, the phylo k-mer construction library. It allows for fast and memory-efficient
construction of databases of phylo k-mers. Those databases are used by SHERPAS
and the new version of RAPPAS, which is currently under development.
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